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HP IT FAST-TRACKS TO
MOBILE HYBRID WORKPLACE
ON GLOBAL SCALE
HP Services critical to successful
modern cloud management transition
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Industry:
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Country:
Global

Objectives
Meet immediate demand for 100% global
remote workforce

When the global pandemic required workers to operate
from home, HP products, services and solutions supported
a pivot to cloud endpoint management. HP Services handled
logistics at a global scale getting devices to employees,
transitioned support to Cloud Cafés and delivered
management data through HP Proactive Insights with
HP TechPulse analytics.

Leverage automation and intelligence in
cloud services
Approach
HP Services global device deployment
incorporating HP security solutions
Support HP employee experience with
connectivity, collaboration and cloud services
Impact
70,000+ HP employees and contractors
equipped and connected for remote work
productivity
CSAT scores maintained 96%-98% range
amid total digital transformation
Refurbished as-new devices meet demand
and support ambitious sustainability strategy

Objective
Reimagining the workplace as a mobile hybrid experience
A long-term strategy for the workplace of the future was well underway by HP IT as part of the
company’s digital transformation plan. To scale services across a global enterprise, this roadmap
to the future incorporated HP Services as a strategic partner and supplier.
HP IT serves as customer zero in deploying a host of HP products and services, explains Sharon
Bottome, Vice President of Infrastructure Services at HP Inc. With more than 55,000 employees
and 15,000 contractors, the biggest challenges can be complexity, efficiency and even logistics.
The pandemic served to accelerate the plans in progress into warp speed. “If you want to
deliver globally, you have to be prepared to scale very quickly,” Bottome says. When every
worker required technology to productively work at home, HP had to find local solutions to
local challenges across some 90 countries. This was a critical moment. As the world moved to
remote learning, telehealth and a mobile workplace, PCs and notebooks were in high demand
and at a premium. While some workers already operated from home offices and easily rolled into
the stay-at-home environment, many employees had never worked away from the office and
weren’t equipped to do so.
“We’re serious about creating an employee-centric mindset. And we’re committed to making
this experience as simple and stress-free as possible,” says Bottome. “We did not want
employees at home waiting for equipment, unsure what to do and unclear as to how things
were going to develop. We found simplicity was vital. And communication, communication,
communication was key.”

“HP was quickly able to pivot to a cloud services approach.”
Sharon Bottome, Vice President, Infrastructure Services, HP
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Solution
Accelerating digital transformation with a focus on the user experience
55,000+
employees

In working with HP Services for a number of years, HP IT was already aligning services for mobile
workers before the pandemic. “HP was quickly able to pivot to a cloud services approach,” explains
Bottome. “We were able to transform the HP Tech Café walk-up centers into a Cloud Café model.
The only way to provide seamless provisioning and maintain productivity for an entire mobile
workforce is to leverage the cloud.”
A cloud approach brings speed, flexibility and the ability to scale quickly, she explains.
“We have to be smart about how we enable and optimize the remote working experience,” says
Bottome. Automation and intelligence is another transformation area for HP. In a complex
enterprise environment, automation and simplification is very important.

15,000+
contractors

“We are leveraging our IT Service Management (ITSM) platform to be the heartbeat of
transformation,” she says. “We can automate to complete device provisioning more quickly, and
we can ensure digital engagement is the first engagement.” Employees can now engage with
self-service tools to fix certain things themselves without waiting for any intervention. Software
and security updates can run in the background without impacting employee productivity.
Expanding these employee-centric capabilities was both timely and propelled by the
urgent situation.
“HP Services partnered with HP IT to solve the pandemic challenges in the new way of working,”

90+
countries

Bottome says. “As we worked though the switch to the Cloud Café, it drove our passion for the
employee experience and how to service employees in a new way at their homes all over the world.
We’re no longer at 160 sites, we’re supporting more than 70,000 locations.”
Understandably, provisioning a global workforce required a degree of creativity. In one example,
last mile delivery to employees’ homes in India involved motorcycle couriers dispatched from a
milk truck. “Internet connectivity was more of a challenge. We had to ship data cards to many
employees to create their own connectivity hot-spots. We wanted every employee to be served.”
A remote workforce brings increased attention to security demands. HP IT deploys HP Sure Click
Enterprise as an overarching security layer to isolate threats. “As our Chief Information Security
Officer (CISO) explains, it’s about depth and our security tools providing layers of defense,”
Bottome says. “HP builds security into our products; we layer additional HP security solutions
and we maintain diligence. All companies will see continued pressures in the cyber arena.”

“HP Services partnered with HP IT to solve the challenges

in the new way of working. We worked together to drive
our passion for an employee-centric experience.”
Sharon Bottome, Vice President, Infrastructure Services, HP
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HP Device Recovery Services refurbishment delivers sustainability benefits
Global demand for PC’s and laptops spiked dramatically during the pandemic. As part of its
commitment to lifecycle management and sustainability, HP established a comprehensive PC

14,800+
computers refurbished

refurbishment program several years ago. HP IT equips employees with as-new refurbished
devices, which allows new products to be prioritized for HP customers. This helps maximize
product life, bring cost efficiency and deliver measurable sustainability benefits to HP.

Business Outcomes
Invigorating productivity, efficiency and user satisfaction

8,400+
computers recycled

As a result of the transformation progress, Bottome explains, HP IT has become increasingly more
agile with the ability to focus and start using its platforms. “We’re looking at employee personas
for solutions. We’re mining data generated by HP Proactive Insights powered by HP TechPulse to
look at what applications are used, how much processing power is needed and other insights,”
she explains. “We may have identified a persona based on definitions, but now our information is
based on data.”
HP TechPulse is generating the critical data reporting to help inform future plans, Bottome explains.
While yet in the early stages, the full potential of HP TechPulse is still to be maximized. “It’s a
journey,” she outlines. “We already have several dashboards in place for management, and we’re
using the data to be more proactive in how we address – and get ahead – of issues.”
Within the HP employee-centric approach, Cloud Café is an achievement with tangible evidence.
Instead of having 150 sites with a Tech Café, employees have access to the self-service tools and
virtual chat options with higher-level assistance in regional time zone hours. “All employees now
can reach out to a deeper level of engineering support through PS Services. It’s not only a pleasant
experience, employees respond indicating that the person they contact has the answers they
need,” Bottome says. “Satisfaction is very high and that’s a big success.”
Employee experience surveys measure customer satisfaction (CSAT) percentage scores.
They confirmed employee satisfaction remained up into the 96%-98% range – among the highest
levels – throughout the transition and ongoing remote working. Bottome credits the high scores
to the capabilities of the PS Services Level 2 engineers supporting the virtual chat services.
The next phase of the transformation plan is for new devices to be brought online with HP Adaptive
Endpoint Management (AEM) and for the entire company to be managed with HP Proactive Insights
over the next 12 months. “The aim is to be as nondisruptive as possible and minimize the impact
on productivity,” says Bottome.

“We’re mining data generated by HP Proactive Insights

powered by HP TechPulse to look at what applications
are used, how much processing power is needed and
other insights. Now our information is based on data.”
Sharon Bottome, Vice President, Infrastructure Services, HP
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Solution at a glance
HP Services
HP Adaptive Endpoint Management

Adaptive Endpoint Management provides a pathway to the cloud future
With HP Adaptive Endpoint Management (AEM), which provides a path to manage legacy
applications through the cloud, HP will spend fewer resources on managing devices while

HP Device as a Service (DaaS)

optimizing and securing the employee experience. Long term, HP AEM will work with workplace

HP Proactive Insights powered by HP TechPulse

apps available from the app store. Bottome attests to the simplicity of deployment with HP

HP Device Recovery Service
HP Sure Click Enterprise
Cloud Café Services

AEM from her personal experience, “I had my new laptop delivered, and was up and running
within 30 minutes using HP AEM. That’s a huge productivity gain, and a demonstration of what
we mean by a frictionless experience.”
While many organizations may be holding off making long-term predictions about the
new workplace, Bottome believes the future will be hybrid, and that many employees are
now converts to the flexibility of remote working. “We know we can provision the devices,
applications and support to work effectively from anywhere. Our focus now is on rethinking

96%

our physical spaces to get the best out of collaboration. Workstyles will be a blend of digital
and physical.”
HP IT is in motion on their next goals. “We’ve made great progress,” she comments. “I think
the next challenge is to take a step back and look at the hierarchy of needs for our employees.
We’ve addressed connectivity, and we’ll continue to advance effective collaboration. That is the

average customer
satisfaction score

next generation of HP Services.”

Learn more at hp.com/hp-services

Sign up for updates
hp.com/go/getupdated
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